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Jason Vieaux – Play (2014)

  

    1 Jongo : Jongo  4:59    2 El colibri 1:18    3 Felicidade (arr. R. Dyens for guitar) 5:01     4 The
Deer Hunter: Cavatina 3:45    5 Capricho arabe 5:13    6 Sunburst 4:17    7 Danza
Caracteristica: Danza caracteristica 2:08    8 Tango en skai  2:50    9 Recuerdos de la Alhambra
5:16    10 Las Abejas (The Bees) 2:08    11 Estudio sin luz 3:57    12 4 Valses Venezolanos:
No. 3. Natalia, "Vals criollo" 2:41    13 Misionera (arr. J. Morel for guitar) 3:01    14 Por ti mi
Corazon (version for guitar)  3:17    15 Zapateado 2:32    16 Vals, Op. 8, No. 4 4:34    17 In a
Sentimental Mood (arr. J. Vieaux for guitar) 3:26    Jason Vieaux - guitar    

 

  

Guitar virtuoso Jason Vieaux presents his solo album, Play, which celebrates his 20th
anniversary as a performer by featuring the Spanish, Mexican, South American, Cuban, French,
and American classics that Vieaux has found to be universal audience favorites over the past
two decades. The music includes showpieces by Barrios, Sagreras, Bustamante, and Sainz De
La Maza, Tarrega's classics Recuerdos de la Alhambra and Capricho Arabe, and Vieaux's own
in-demand arrangement of Duke Ellington's 'In A Sentimental Mood' and Andrew York's popular
'Sunburst'. ---Editorial Reviews, amazon.com

  

 

  

Guitarist Jason Vieaux, born in Buffalo, trained in Cleveland, and now recording for the
Cleveland-based Azica label, is a pure product of the American Midwest. This is not known as
fertile ground for producing classical guitarists, and it's not surprising that his releases (11 of
them as of the appearance of this album in 2014) are unorthodox. Crossover instincts among
classical guitarists are nothing new, but Vieaux has struck a new and eclectic, intimate note,
with the likes of jazzman Pat Metheny finding space beside the classical and Latin American
standards. He's been called a guitarist whose instrument happens to be a classical guitar.
Vieaux here covers the well-trodden ground of the Latin American guitar recital, but he once
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again puts his own stamp on the proceedings with unusual pieces like a selection from the
soundtrack to The Deer Hunter, Duke Ellington's In a Sentimental Mood, and António Carlos
Jobim's A Felicidade. Even within the more conventional selections Vieaux has a confident feel
of his own; he seems to move comfortably between national traditions, as if introducing them to
a small gathering. His execution on the guitar is clean and graceful. Perhaps the single best
thing about the album is the sound: tiny Azica, working in an unspecified location, achieves a
natural guitar resonance that puts listeners up close to the guitarist but not, as with so many
other recordings, inside the guitar. There's an X factor in this recording, coming from its relaxed
eclecticism, that makes it very appealing. --- James Manheim, Rovi
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